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The emission spectrum of RuN has been observed in the near infrared using a Fourier transform
spectrometer. RuN molecules were excited in a hollow cathode lamp operated with neon gas and a
trace of nitrogen. Two bands with 0–0Q heads near 7354 and 8079 cm21 and a common lower state
have been assigned as2P1/2–

2S1 and 2P3/2–
2S1 subbands, respectively, of aC 2P –X 2S1

transition. A rotational analysis of these bands has been performed and molecular constants have
been extracted. The principal molecular constants for the groundX 2S1 state of the most abundant
102RuN isotopomer are: B050.552 782 9(70) cm21, D055.515(13)31027 cm21, g0

520.044 432(22) cm21 and r 051.573 869(10) Å. The excitedC 2P state has the following
molecular constants: T0057714.342 60(53) cm21, A05725.8064(11) cm21, B0

50.516 843 4(80) cm21, D055.685(16)31027 cm21, p055.467(36)31023 cm21 and r 0

51.627 670(13) Å.Ab initio calculations have been carried out on RuN to ascertain the nature of
the experimentally observed states and to predict the spectroscopic properties of the low-lying
electronic states. Our electronic assignment is supported by these calculations and is also consistent
with the observations for the isoelectronic RhC molecule@Kaving and Scullman, J. Mol. Spectrosc.
32, 475–500~1969!#. The valence electron configuration 1s22s21p41d43s1 is proposed for the
X 2S1 ground state of RuN and the configurations for the excited states have been discussed. There
is no previous experimental or theoretical work on RuN. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been growing interest in
study of transition metal-containing molecules because
their importance in astrophysics,1,2 catalysis and organome
tallic chemistry.3,4 Transition metal-containing diatomic
have been the subject of many theoretical5–8 and experimen-
tal studies9–11 in order to understand the bonding in simp
systems and, particularly, the interaction of transition me
with hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.

Transition metal nitrides are important in the fixation
nitrogen in industrial, inorganic, and biological systems.12,13

The Haber process for the synthesis of ammonia proce
through the chemisorption of nitrogen on surfaces. The b
logical fixation of nitrogen involves an iron–molybdenum
sulfur cluster at the active site of molybdenum nitrogen
enzyme. Inorganic complexes of Mo and W can also
nitrogen through dinitrogen complexes. The formation a
nature of the metal–nitrogen bond is thus an active are
research with many applications.

Transition metal atoms are relatively abundant in c

a!Electronic mail: rram@u.arizona.edu
6320021-9606/98/109(15)/6329/9/$15.00
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M-and S-type stars14 and several transition metal hydride
and oxides also have been detected.15–19 Since transition
metal nitrides and oxides often have similar bond energ
the nitrides are also of potential astrophysical importan
Although metal nitride molecules have not been observed
in stellar atmospheres, they would provide valuable inform
tion on the abundance of nitrogen. Precise spectroscopic
are necessary for a meaningful search for these molecule
complex stellar spectra. The spectra of many transition m
hydrides and oxides have been well characterized~for ex-
ample Refs. 20–25! in the last few years, in contrast to th
nitrides and the carbides. Some recently studied nitrides
ScN,26 YN,27 HfN,28 WN,29 ReN,30,31 RhN,32 CrN,33

PtN,34,35 and IrN.36 Theoretical calculations are also ava
able, for example, for ScN,37 YN,38 TiN,39–41VN,41,42CrN,41

and FeN.43–45

Among the possible Ru-containing diatomic molecule
spectra of RuO46,47 and RuC48 have been analyzed prev
ously. In the present paper we report on the discovery of
infrared electronic transition of RuN recorded by hig
resolution Fourier transform emission spectroscopy. T
bands observed at 7354 and 8079 cm21 have been assigne
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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as the 0–0 bands of theC 2P1/2–X 2S1 and
C 2P3/2–X 2S1 subbands, respectively. Although no prev
ous theoretical or experimental information is available
RuN to serve as a guide, the present assignments are co
tent with the measurements made on the isoelectronic R
molecule.49,50 The TcO molecule is also isoelectronic wi
RuN but TcO is calculated to have a6S1 ground state.51 In
addition, FeN45 and ReO,31 which are isovalent with RuN
probably have2D state ground states. In order to indepe
dently confirm our assignments,ab initio calculations have
been performed on RuN and the spectroscopic propertie
the low-lying electronic states have been predicted. Th
calculations are, in general, in good agreement with our
frared observations.

EXPERIMENT

RuN molecules were excited in a hollow cathode lam
and the spectra were recorded with the 1 m Fourier transform
spectrometer associated with the McMath–Pierce Solar T
scope of the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak. T
cathode was prepared by pressing a mixture of Ru and
metal powder~1:3 ratio! in a 10 mm diameter hole in a cop
per block. After completely filling the hole, the block wa
bored through to give an 8 mm diameter hole in the cen
This procedure provided an;1 mm thick layer of the
Cu–Ru mixture on the inner wall of the cathode. The lam
was operated at 600 mA and 350 V current with a slow fl
of 2.5 Torr of Ne carrier gas. The new bands appeared w
a trace of N2 ~;6 mTorr! was added to the neon flow an
disappeared when N2 was replaced by O2, suggesting that
the new bands were indeed due to RuN.

The spectra from 1800 to 9000 cm21 were recorded us
ing InSb detectors and silicon filters with 14 scans co-ad
in about 90 min of integration. In addition to the RuN band
the observed spectra also contained Ru and Ne atomic
as well as N2 molecular lines. The spectra were calibrat
using the measurements of Ne atomic lines made by Pa
and Engleman.52

The spectral line positions were extracted from the
served spectra using a data reduction program calledPC-

DECOMP developed by J. Brault. The peak positions we
determined by fitting a Voigt line shape function to ea
spectral feature. The branches in the different subbands w
sorted using a color Loomis–Wood program running on
PC computer. The absolute accuracy of the wave num
scale is expected to be of the order of60.003 cm21. The
strong lines of RuN appear with a typical signal to noise ra
of 15:1 and have a typical line width of about 0.045 cm21.
The precision of measurements of strong and unblen
RuN lines is expected to be better than60.003 cm21.

AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

Ab initio calculations were performed on RuN with th
internally contracted multireference configuration interact
method~CMRCI!53 for the low-lying states of doublet, quar
tet, and sextet spin multiplicities. These CMRCI calculatio
were preceded by complete active space self-consistent
~CASSCF! calculations54 in which all valence molecular or
r
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bitals were optimized. The lowest energy states ofS1, P, D,
and F symmetry have been calculated for each spin mu
plicity, except in the doublet manifold where twoP andF
states arising from the same configuration were conside
~see below!. All calculations were performed with theMOL-

PRO96 program package,55 running on the Cray J916 com
puter at the ULB/VUB computer center.

The quasi relativisticab initio pseudo potential devel
oped in Stuttgart by Andraeet al.56 has been used to repre
sent the core electrons of the ruthenium atom, together w
the corresponding valence-optimized orbital basis set.
nitrogen, we have also used, for sake of consistency
pseudo potential and the corresponding basis set devel
along the same lines.57 The parameters of the pseudo pote
tials have been energy-adjusted in a least-squares fit to
valence energies of several neutral and ionic atomic sta
The valence energies were obtained from quasi relativi
Wood–Boring~WB! calculations,58 in which the major rela-
tivistic corrections, i.e., the mass-velocity and the Darw
spin–orbit terms, were taken into account. For second
(4d) transition metal atoms, Andraeet al.56 have considered
the valence space to include the 4s, 4p, 4d, and 5s orbitals,
thus leaving 28 electrons in the core. This definition of t
core-valence separation is justified56 on the basis of exten
sive experience with transition metal core-potential calcu
tions. The usual definition of a 1s core orbital was adopted
for nitrogen. The valence orbitals of Ru are expanded
(8s 7p 6d) primitive Gaussian functions, contracted
@6s 5p 3d#. We have added a single 4f orbital to this stan-
dard basis set, with a Gaussian exponent of 0.8, optimize
CASSCF calculations performed on RuN at the equilibriu
geometry. For nitrogen, the (4s 4p) primitive basis set was
contracted to double-zeta@2s 2p# and augmented by a singl
3d polarization function with an exponent of 0.8.

The active orbital space59 used in the CASSCF calcula
tions, to be considered throughout this work as the vale
space of RuN, is defined by the molecular orbitals corre
ing with the 4d and 5s orbitals of ruthenium and the 2s and
2p orbitals of nitrogen, leading to oned, two p, and fours
valence orbitals. All possible configuration state functio
~CSFs! arising from the distribution of the corresponding 1
valence electrons within this active space have been inclu
in the CASSCF calculations. The twos orbitals and the
singlep orbital arising from the 4s and 4p orbitals of ruthe-
nium, not included in the core potential as explained abo
were defined as closed shells in all CSFs, which means
they were optimized by the MCSCF procedure, but not
plicitly correlated. One can thus consider that all dynami
correlation effects within the defined valence space h
been accounted for in our CASSCF calculations. These
culations have served as a preliminary orbital optimizat
step to prepare for the CMRCI calculations. A sta
averaging procedure has been used in order to optimize
each different geometry, a common molecular orbital ba
set for describing the low-lying states of a given spin mu
plicity.

The multireference wave function used in the CMR
calculations exactly corresponds to the CASSCF wave fu
tion. All single and double electron replacements from t
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valence orbitals to the external orbital space were include
the CMRCI expansion. This level of calculation is expect
to take into account both dynamical and nondynamical c
relation effects. The CMRCI energies were also corrected
Davidson’s contribution60 from unlinked four-particle clus-
ters.

Some orders of magnitude for the size of then-electron
basis sets used in our calculations are given below.
CASSCF~CMRCI! wave functions are expanded with abo
3500 ~400 000! CSFs for doublet states, 2300~353 000!
CSFs for quartet states, and 500~145 000! CSFs for sextet
states. These numbers refer to CSFs expansions expre
within the C2v point symmetry group, given the inhere
symmetry used inMOLPRO.55 The internal contraction tech
nique implemented in this program allows for deep red
tions of the configurational spaces without a significant l
of accuracy.53 For instance, the CMRCI calculations that w
have performed on the doublet states of RuN involve ab
400 000 contracted CSFs, although the corresponding un
tracted calculation would have included more than 16 m
lion of CSFs.

OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

RuN bands are located in the 5500–9500 cm21 region.
The two strong bands located near 7354 and 8079 cm21 have
been assigned as the 0–0 bands of the2P1/2–

2S1 and
2P3/2–

2S1 subands of theC 2P –X 2S1 transition of RuN.
There are a few very weak bands located near 6155, 6
7251, 8360, and 9076 cm21 that seem to involve higher vi
brational levels. The bands near 6971 and 9076 cm21 are
most probably the 0–1 and 1–0 bands of the2P3/2–

2S1

subband providing DG1/29 51108 cm21 and DG1/28
5997 cm21. In the 2P1/2–

2S1 subband there is a ver
strong atomic line in the vicinity of the 0–1 band and t
assignment of the lower state vibrational interval cannot
confirmed independently. A very weak band at 8360 cm21 is
most probably the 1–0 band the2P1/2–

2S1 subband provid-
ing DG1/28 51006 cm21. Although the 0–1 band is obscure
by a very strong atomic line, weak features at 7251 and 6
cm21 are at the correct positions of the 1–1 and 1–2 ba
of the 2P1/2–

2S1 subband. If this is the case, th
2P1/2–

2S1 subband givesve51122 andvexe56.5 cm21 in
the ground state. The position of the weaker band he
could be in error by as much as62 cm21. In addition to RuN
bands there are several N2 bands spread through out th
spectrum. In spite of this overlapping, the strong RuN ba
can be clearly distinguished from N2 on the basis of the
spacing between consecutive rotational lines. Luckily
2P1/2–

2S1 subband is free from overlap and only 40 cm21

of the2P3/2–
2S1 0–0 band~near the head! is overlapped by

an N2 band which is degraded towards high wave numbe
A few badly overlapped lines were not included in the ana
sis.

A portion of the compressed spectrum of t
C 2P1/2–X 2S1 0–0 band is presented in Fig. 1. Each ba
is double headed and consists of six branches. At first gla
the spectrum looks complex, particularly at higherJ, because
of resolved isotopic splittings. A section of th
in
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C 2P1/2–X 2S1 0–0 band located about 60 cm21 below the
band origin is presented in Fig. 2 to illustrate the isoto
effect. The lines in all of the branches were picked out us
our color Loomis–Wood program. Ruthenium has sev
naturally occurring isotopes96Ru(5.5%), 98Ru(1.9%),
99Ru(12.7%),100Ru(12.6%),101Ru(17.0%),102Ru(31.6%),
and104Ru(18.7%). The three lines marked for eachJ in Fig.
2 are due to the100RuN, 102RuN, and104RuN isotopomers
since the100Ru, 102Ru, and104Ru nuclei all have zero nuclea
spin and are abundant.99Ru and101Ru nuclei also have sig
nificant abundance but they have the high nuclear spin52
so that the99RuN and101RuN lines are expected to be sp
into six hyperfine components. The99RuN and101RuN lines
would not be seen in our spectra at the present resolution
signal-to-noise ratio. We have rotationally analyzed only
most abundant102RuN lines which are located in the cent
of the isotopic pattern~Fig. 2!. The rotational assignment o
the two subbands was made by comparing the lower s
combination differences. The102RuN line positions in the
0–0 band of theC 2P –X 2S1 transition are available from
PAPS61 or from the authors upon request.

The fit of the observed lines was obtained utilizing t
effective Hamiltonian of Brownet al.62 The matrix elements

FIG. 1. A compressed portion of the 0–0 band of theC 2P1/2–X 2S1

subband of RuN.

FIG. 2. A portion of highJ lines of the 0–0 band of theC 2P1/2–X 2S1

subband of RuN with some lines of100RuN, 102RuN, and104RuN isoto-
pomers marked.
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for a 2S Hamiltonian are listed by Douayet al.63 and those
for a 2P state are provided by Amiotet al.64 In the beginning
of the analysis, the two subbands were fitted separately a
was noted that the lower state constants from the two
were very similar, as expected. Next an attempt was mad
fit both of the subbands together, with theC 2P state treated
as a Hund’s case~a! state. A large number of higher orde
constants were required in the excited state in order to m
mize the standard deviation of the fit. For the ground st
the rotational constantsB0 , D0 , g0 , and gD0 were deter-
mined in this fit, as well as in the separate fits. In the exci
state, however, higher order constants such asAD0 , AH0 ,
gD0 , and gH0 were also required in addition to usualT0 ,
A0 , B0 , D0 , H0 , p0 , andpD0 constants~Table I!. The ex-
cited C 2P state has a large spin–orbit splitting of 725
cm21 and the two spin components are clearly interacting
a global way with nearby electronic states. These interact
are also reflected in, for example, the anomalous rela
values of the effectiveB constants for each spin compone
seen in the separate subband fits, consistent with s
Hund’s case~c! behavior~Table II!. Local perturbations in
both parity levels at the sameJ were also found in the
C 2P1/2 spin component nearJ8541.5. This observation
also proves that there are other interacting states locate
the vicinity of the excitedC 2P state and that the determ
nation of higher order constantsAD , AH , gD , andgH is just

TABLE I. Spectroscopic constants~in cm21! for 102RuN from a fit where
the two excited states were treated as spin components of a case~a! 2P
state.

Constantsa X 2S1 C 2P

T0 0.0 7714.342 60~53!
A0 ¯ 725.8064~11!
1033AD0 ¯ 21.2815~41!
1073AH0 ¯ 21.556~21!
B0 0.552 782 9~70! 0.516 843 4~80!
1073D0 5.515~13! 5.685~16!
10113H0 ¯ 21.849~12!
g0 20.044 432~22! ¯

1043gD0 20.002 031~54! 21.510~20!
1083gH0 ¯ 1.600~11!
1033p0 ¯ 5.467~36!
1063pD0 ¯ 1.4527~83!

aNumbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in the last two dig

TABLE II. Spectroscopic constants~in cm21! for 102RuN from a fit where
the two excited state spin components were treated as independent st

Constantsa X 2S1 C 2P1/2 C 2P3/2

T0 0.0 7714.337 96~66! 7714.344 78~69!
A0 ¯ 725.8064b 725.8064b

B0 0.5527890~65! 0.517 742 1~64! 0.516 272 6~68!
1073D0 5.531~12! 5.831~12! 6.158~16!
10123H0 ¯ 24.193~49! 20.3057~19!
g0 20.044407~20! ¯ ¯

1073gD0 22.116~50! ¯ ¯

1033p0 ¯ 5.529~33! ¯

1053pD0 ¯ 0.143 94~78! 21.37~22!

aNumbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in the last two dig
bFixed to the value obtained in case~a! fit of the C 2P state.
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a reflection of these interactions. In order to extract a se
constants which accurately represent the energy levels o
two spin components, another fit was obtained in which
2P1/2 and 2P3/2 excited spin components were treated
separate states withA0 fixed to 725.8064 cm21 ~from the
combined fit!. The constants obtained from this fit are pr
vided in Table II.

AB INITIO RESULTS

The potential-energy curves calculated at the CMR
level of theory are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, for the doub
quartet, and sextet spin multiplicities, respectively. The
ergy scale used in these figures is relative to the minimum
the ground electronic state, which is predicted to be of2S1

symmetry (X 2S1). The low-lying excited states in the dou
blet manifold are:A 2D, B 2F, C 2P, D 2F, and E 2P
states. The quartet and sextet manifolds are shifted to hig
energies, as better illustrated in Fig. 6, which reproduces
term energies of the different spin manifolds on a comm
energy scale.

The correlation diagrams drawn in Fig. 7 and 8 allow f
a simple interpretation of the ordering of the electronic sta
as predicted by our CMRCI calculations. Figure 7 correla
the molecular orbitals of RuN to those of the ruthenium a
nitrogen atoms in their ground states. This diagram has b
obtained from size-consistent full-valence CASSCF calcu
tions performed on RuN, Ru (5F), and N (4S). The RuN
orbitals were obtained from a state-averaged CASSCF ca
lation performed at 1.65 Å on the low-lying doublet state

s.

s.

s.

FIG. 3. The low-lying doublet potential-energy curves of RuN.
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from X 2S1 to E 2P. All these states correlate to the lowe
dissociation limit Ru(5F)1N(4S). The resulting averaged
orbitals provide a helpful one-electron picture for discuss
the electron configuration ordering within the doublet ma

FIG. 4. The low-lying quartet potential-eergy curves of RuN.

FIG. 5. The low-lying sextet potential-energy curves of RuN.
g
-

fold. The electron orbital filling represented in Fig. 7, wi
the 13 valence electrons distributed in the low-lying orbita
predicts the ground configuration to be

1s22s21p41d43s1~X 2S1!.

FIG. 6. The low-lying energy levels of RuN.

FIG. 7. The molecular-orbital correlation diagram for RuN.
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This prediction is in agreement with the analysis of the c
responding CMRCI wave function provided in Table III,
which are listed the main configurations contributing to t
CI ~configuration interaction! expansion, together with thei
weights in the CI wave function. The configuration weigh
are given by the square of the corresponding CI coefficie
One sees that all calculated states are characterized
single dominant configuration, having a weight ranging b
tween 60% and 80%, indicative of extensive configurat
mixing. In most cases the second dominant weight is q
small and the remaining contributions are distributed ove
large number of configurations. These features demons
the existence of strong electron correlation effects, as
pected in such a system. We note that for some states,
are non-negligible contributions from configurations th
open the internal 2s orbital in order to occupy the antibond
ing 4s orbital. We have further studied the correlation effe
arising from the 1s and 2s orbitals. CMRCI test calculations
demonstrate that restricting the internal space by exclud
these two orbitals from the set of correlated orbitals, cau
important effects. The state ordering is dramatica
changed: Namely the first and second excited states, o2D
and 2P symmetry, respectively, become quasi-degener
which is far from the case at a higher level of theory~see Fig.
3!.

Going back to Fig. 7, one can verify that a 1d to 3s
electron promotion is consistent with the analysis of theA2D
wave function,

1s22s21p41d33s2~A2D!.

FIG. 8. The change in effective orbital energies as the spin multipli
changes in RuN.
-
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The next most stable configuration predicted from the co
lation diagram should arise from the 3s to 2p excitation

1s22s21p41d42p1~2P!,

but it appears~see Table III! that the following configuration
is more stable:

1s22s21p41d33s12p1@2P~2!,2F~2!#.

We thus assign the experimentally observed transition a

1s22s21p41d33s12p1~C 2P!

→1s22s21p41d43s1~X 2S1!.

The dotted lines~Fig. 7! connecting the orbitals of RuN
to those of the atomic dissociation products also give so
interesting qualitative information on the atomic orbital co
tent of the RuN molecular orbitals. These lines indicate
atomic orbitals that are actually mixed in the RuN orbitals,
given from an analysis of the CASSCF wave functions. O
finds that:

~i! The 2s and 3s MOs are, respectively, constructe
from bonding and antibonding combinations
4ds(Ru) and 2ps(N);

~ii ! 3s has in addition some 5ss(Ru)22ps(N) bonding
character;

~iii ! 1p and 2p, respectively, come from bonding and a
tibonding combinations of 4dp(Ru) and 2pp(N);

~iv! 4s is the antibonding analog of 3s.

Figure 8 presents a correlation diagram between the
ferent spin systems. Following the philosophy adopted
Fig. 7, we have performed state-averaged CASSCF calc
tions on the lowest states ofS1, P, D, andF symmetry for
each spin multiplicity. One can expect in this way a cons
tent orbital energy scale within and between the spin ma
folds. The most stable electron distributions have been dra
on this figure for each multiplicity. The doublet system h
already been discussed. The one-electron picture for
quartets and sextets gives as lowest energy configurat
and states

1s22s21p41d33s12p1~4F!

and

1s22s21p41d23s12p2~6S1!.

This again agrees with the CMRCI wave function analy
~see Table III!. One can verify that the excited configuration
obtained by single electron promotions also match the ca
lated excited state ordering.

Let us also remark that Fig. 8 clearly indicates that m
orbital energies undergo destabilization with increasing s
multiplicity, which confirms the energy shifts observed
Fig. 6. The 2p orbital exhibits, however, the opposite tren
and becomes more stable as it becomes occupied.

The spectroscopic properties calculated from the C
RCI potential-energy curves are given in Table IV for t
equilibrium internuclear distancesr e , the harmonic frequen-
cies at equilibriumve , and the term energiesT0 , corrected
for the zero-point energy contribution calculated within t
harmonic approximation.

y
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TABLE III. Weights of the main configurationsa in the low-lying electronic states of RuN, from an analysis
the MRCI wave functions.

Stateb

Configurationsc
Configuration
weights~%!1s 2s 1p 1d 3s 2p 4s

2S1 2 2 4 4 1 75
2 2 3 4 1 1 2
2 2 2 4 1 2 6
2 1 3 4 1 1 1 2

2D 2 2 4 3 2 75
2 2 3 3 2 1 2
2 2 2 3 2 2 7
2 1 1 3 2 1 1 2

1 2F 2 2 4 3 1 1 77
2 2 3 3 1 2 3
2 2 2 3 1 3 4

1 2P 2 2 4 3 1 1 70
2 2 4 4 0 1 8
2 2 2 3 1 3 3

2 2F 2 2 4 3 1 1 76
2 2 2 3 1 3 4

2 2P 2 2 4 3 1 1 67
2 2 4 4 0 1 7
2 2 3 3 1 2 3
2 2 2 3 1 3 3

4F 2 2 4 3 1 1 78
2 2 2 3 1 3 4
2 1 3 3 1 2 1 1

4P 2 2 4 3 1 1 77
2 2 2 3 1 3 4
2 1 3 3 1 2 1 1

4D 2 2 4 3 0 2 78
2 1 3 3 0 3 1 2

4S1 2 2 4 2 1 2 62
2 2 3 4 1 1 13
2 2 3 2 1 3 7

6S1 2 2 4 2 1 2 79
2 2 3 2 1 3 3

6F 2 2 3 3 1 2 85
2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2
2 0 3 3 1 2 2 1

6P 2 2 3 3 1 2 81
2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2
2 0 3 3 1 2 2 1

6D 2 1 4 3 1 2 83
2 1 2 3 1 4 2
2 0 3 3 1 3 1 2

aWeights~in percent! are obtained from the square of the corresponding configuration interaction coeffic
configurations having weights greater than one are listed.

bStates are listed in order of term energies within each spin multiplicity.
cMolecular-orbital occupancies are given in this column.
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DISCUSSION

The carrier of the new bands was established on
basis of experimental evidence and by comparison with
known spectra of RuO and RuC. Both of the analyzed s
bands have negligible isotopic splittings near the origin, a
the splitting in the branches increases withJ consistent with
a 0–0 vibrational assignment. The intensity of the resolv
isotopic lines appears in the approximate ratio of 2:5:3~Fig.
2! which is proportional to the percentage abundance of
100Ru, 102Ru, and104Ru isotopes@12.7%, 31.6%, and 18.7%
respectively#, indicating that these bands certainly involve
molecule containing the Ru atom. The carrier of these ba
therefore, is either RuO, RuC, or RuN on the basis of the s
e
e
-
d

d

e

s,
e

of the B value. The spectra of RuO and RuC have be
investigated previously and none of the new bands ma
with the previously reported RuO and RuC data. The f
that these bands appear when a trace of N2 is added to the Ne
flow and disappear when N2 is replaced by O2 provides ex-
perimental evidence that these bands belong to RuN. M
over, the RuO and RuC bands involve electronic states
odd multiplicity while the new bands involve even multiplic
ity electronic states~six branches in each subband!. The ex-
perimental evidence thus strongly supports a RuN carrie

Our analysis shows thatC 2P –X 2S1 transition of RuN
is analogous to the same transition of isoelectronic RhC m
ecule near 1mm.49,50The ground and excited state molecul
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constants of RuN and RhC are very similar. For example
X 2S1 ground-state rotational constants for RhC areB0

50.6007 cm21 andg0520.067 cm21 compared to our val-
ues ofB050.552 782 9 cm21 andg0520.044 432 cm21 for
the ground state of RuN. TheA 2P excited state of RhC ha
B050.570 24 cm21 and A05775.80 cm21 compared with
B050.516 843 4 cm21 and A05725.8064 cm21 for RuN.
These observations indicate that the ground and excited e
tronic states of these two molecules share many similarit

Since the weaker bands could not be rotationally a
lyzed, equilibrium constants could not be determined
RuN. It is, however, worthwhile to compare ther 09 bond
length of RuN@1.573 869~10! Å# with that of RuO@1.715 Å#
and RuO@1.635 Å# The short RuN bond length is consiste
with a formal triple bond between the atoms. Although t
assignment of the weaker band heads of RuN is only te
tive, theDG1/29 value of 1106 cm21 for RuN is higher than
that for RuO~885 cm21! and for RuC~1030 cm21!. Values
for DG1/29 51040 cm21 and r 051.6133 Å were obtained fo
the isoelectronic RhC.49

For the RhC molecule two additional excited electron
states,B 2S1 andC 2S1, have been observed in the visib
region and a third (D 2S2) state has been predicted fro
perturbations in theC 2S1 state.65 The existence of analo
gous excited electronic states of RuN cannot be confirme
present since the visible and ultraviolet regions are still to
investigated. Work in this direction will be carried out in th
near future.

It is interesting to compare the calculated energy lev
of RuN ~see Fig. 6! with those of the isovalent FeN
molecule.43–45 In general, for RuN the quartet and, partic
larly, the sextet manifolds are pushed to higher energies
in FeN. Thus the low-spin states seem to be stabilized r
tive to high spin states for 4d transition metal nitrides.
Within the spin manifolds the ordering of the states a
changes with, in particular, the2S1 state being the ground
state in RuN. The actual ground state in FeN is not w
established with2D, 4P, and6S1 all lying low in energy.45

A similar comparison can be made between the energy le
of the iselectronic RuN and RhC molecules.50 In this case the

TABLE IV. Spectroscopic properties of the low-lying electronic states
RuN from MRCI ab initio calculations.

Spin
multiplicity State

T0

~cm21!
Re

~Å!
ve

~cm21!

2 2S1 0 1.578 1141
2D 4778 1.621 1009

1 2F 10 372 1.688 868
1 2P 11 328 1.670 907
2 2F 13 337 1.653 982
2 2P 14 140 1.698 775

4 4F 5561 1.655 977
4P 5805 1.657 967
4D 15 090 1.697 917

4S1 18 986 1.832 645
6 6S1 12 627 1.734 835

6F 22 119 1.908 637
6P 23 457 1.909 628
6D 29 380 1.853 655
e
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comparison is more favorable with strong similarities b
tween the two molecules. The doublet, quartet and se
manifolds of RuN are closer in energy than in the RhC ca
The ordering of some of excited RhC states is also differ
with, for example, the2F state of RhC lying above the firs
2P state. It seems, however, that transition metal nitrides
corresponding isoelectronic carbides have similar electro
structure and spectroscopic properties.

There is good agreement between theab initio calcula-
tions and the experimental parameters in RuN. For
ground state the calculatedr e51.578 Å and ve

51141 cm21 compare very favorably with the observedr 0

51.574 Å andve51122 cm21. For the excitedC 2P state
the calculated values areT0511 328 cm21 r e51.670 Å and
ve5907 cm21 while the experimental results areT0

57714 cm21, r 051.628 Å and DG1/2'1002 cm21. The
relatively short RuN bond length and high vibrational fr
quency in theX 2S1 state can be explained by occupation
the strongly bonding 1p and 2s orbitals~Fig. 7!. Even thed
orbitals are bonding and the singly occupied 3s orbital is
only slightly antibonding.

The discrepancy of 3614 cm21 for the term energy of the
C 2P state can be considered reasonable at the leve
theory adopted in this work. The importance of the basis
size and of electron correlation in transition metal-contain
molecules is well-known. The major defects of our calcu
tions are:~i! The use of a core potential;~ii ! the use of a
medium-sized basis set;~iii ! the neglect of relativistic ef-
fects, except the inclusion of the WB averaged contributio
in the pseudo potential; and~iv! the definition of a valence
space excluding the 4s and 4p orbitals of ruthenium. Some
of these defects cannot easily be eliminated for a system
RuN. We believe, however, that further improvements in
ab initio methodology would not qualitatively change th
results obtained.

CONCLUSION

We have observed an infrared electronic transition
RuN using a Fourier transform spectrometer. The bands
served near 7354 and 8079 cm21 have been assigned as th
0–0 bands of the2P1/2–

2S1 and 2P3/2–
2S1 subbands of

the C 2P –X 2S1 transition. A rotational analysis of thes
two subbands has been carried for the most abundant102RuN
isotopomer and principal molecular constants have been
termined for the ground and excited states. The ground s
of RuN has a bond length ofr 051.573 869(10) Å compared
with r e51.715 Å for the ground state in the RuO consiste
with a formal triple bond in RuN. We have also explored t
low-lying doublet, quartet, and sextet spin manifolds byab
initio calculation. The present assignments are in agreem
with data for the isoelectronic molecule RhC49,50and are also
supported by ourab initio calculations.
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